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ABSTRACT-: File sharing application in MANET has become more outstanding now days. In order to lower 

the file querying delay replication concept is performed. Since multiple user or in need of same files the request 

time delay. By implementing the replication concept time delay may be minimized. These become events 

additional evident in sparsely distributed MANET. A new concept of resource for file replication has been 

introduced that consider each node storage and meeting frequency. Extensive trace driven experiment results 

with synthesized traces and real traces show that our protocol can achieve minimize average querying delay at 

a lower cost when compare to  current replication protocol. 
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I INTRODUCTION 

In this paper, we tend to introduce a new idea of resource for file replication that considers every node 

storage and node meeting capability. we tend to on paper study the influence of resource allocation on the 

standard querying delay and derive an optimum file replication rule that allocate resources to each file supported 

its quality and size. We tend to then propose a file replication protocol supported the rule that approximates the 

minimum world querying delay in a fully distributed manner. We tend to like distributed File replication 

protocol which will approximately notice the optimum file replication rule with the two mobility models in a 

distributed manner. The term Mobile ad-hoc Network  describe   to a multi-hop packet based wireless network 

composed of a bunch of mobile nodes that will communicate and move at a similar time, without using any 

quite fixed wired infrastructure. Mobile ad hoc Network is really self organizing and adaptive networks that will 

be fashioned and deformed on-the fly while not the requirement of any centralize administration device. 

Otherwise, a stand for “Mobile ad hoc Network” is a type of ad hoc network that can change places and 

configure itself on the fly. As a result of Mobile ad hoc Network are mobile, they use wireless connections to 

connect to numerous networks. This may be a standard Wi-Fi connection, or another medium, like a cellular or 

satellite transmission. The aim of the Mobile ad hoc Network working group is to standardize IP routing 

protocol functionality appropriate for wireless routing application within every static and dynamic topologies 

with inflated dynamics due to node motion and various factors. Approaches are intended to be relatively light-

weight in nature, applicable for multiple hardware and wireless domains, and address scenarios wherever 

MANETs are deployed at the edges of an IP infrastructure. Hybrid mesh infrastructures means a mixture of 

fixed and mobile routers should also be supported by MANE specifications and management features 
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Figure 1: Mobile Ad-Hoc Network Architecture 

 

Using grown components from previous work on experimental reactive protocol and proactive 

protocol, the WG can develop two standard routing protocols specifications: Reactive MANET Protocol (RMP), 

Proactive MANET Protocol (PMP)if essential commonality between RMR and PMR Protocol modules is 

observed, the WG might decide to associate with a converged approach. Every IPv4 and IPv6 is supported. 

Routing security requirements and issues may be addressed. The MANET WG (working group) can develop a 

scoped forwarding protocol that will efficiently flood data packets to any or all participating Mobile ad hoc 

networks nodes. The first purpose of this mechanism could also be a simplified best effort multicast forwarding 

perform. The utilization of this protocol is studied to be applied only within MANET routing areas and the WG 

effort are restricted to routing layer design issues. The MANET working group pays attention to the Open 

Shortest Path first (OSPF)-MANET protocol work at intervals the OSPF WG and IRTF work that's addressing 

analysis topics associated with MANET environments. Infrastructure-based Networks: Infrastructure-based 

network mode desires a central access purpose that each one devices hook up with ad-hoc mode is additionally 

referred to as “peer-to-peer” mode. Infrastructure-less Networks: Ad-hoc networks don't need a centralized 

access purpose. Instead, devices on the wireless network connect on to one another.  

 

II RELATED WORK 

Maintaining C. Palazzi and A. Bujari describe the mobility, communication links between mobile 

nodes are transient and network maintenance overhead may be a significant performance bottleneck for data 

transmission. Low node density makes it difficult to determine end-to-end connection, thus preventive an eternal 

end-to-end path between provide and a destination. This creates a modern type of DTN that was originally 

meant for communication in location, however is presently directly accessible from our pockets during this 

paper, we tend to describe a special purpose system for searching and transferring files tailored to every the 

characteristics of mobile ad hoc network and additionally the requirements of P2P file sharing. Our approach is 

based on an application layer overlay network. We tend to port a Delay-tolerant networking type solution into 

an infrastructure-less setting like mobile ad hoc network and leverage peer quality to realize data in different 

disconnected networks. Usually this can be often done by developing a non-synchronous communication model, 

store delegate and forward, like Delay-tolerant networking, where a peer can delegate unaccomplished file 

transfer or question tasks to special peers. To enhance data transmission performance whereas reducing 

communication overhead, we choose these special peers by the expectation of encountering them once more in 

future and assign them different download starting point on the file. 

 

III FRAME WORK 

File sharing usage in Mobile ad hoc network is used in expected system an inventive method to ease 

this problem is to create file copy within the network. Real traces show that the protocol is able to do shorter 

average query delay at lower-cost than the current replication protocol. The issue of mobile file sharing 

application motivates the investigation on the peer to peer file sharing over such Mobile ad hoc networks. 

Reduce the querying delay. Within the RWP model, we will assume that the intermeeting time among nodes 

follows exponential distribution. Then, the chance of meeting a node is independent with the previous 

encountered node. Therefore, we tend to define the meeting ability of a node as a result of the average design of 

nodes it meets in a unit time and use it to analyze the most effective file replication. 

 

 
Figure 2: System Architecture 

Optimal File Replication with the RWP Model:Optimal File Replication with the RWP Model: 

Specifically, if a node is prepared to meet more nodes, it has higher chance of being encountered by alternative 
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nodes presently. A node’s probability of being encountered by alternative nodes is proportional to the meeting 

ability of the node. This suggests that files residing in nodes with higher meeting ability have higher availability 

than files in nodes with lower meeting ability. Thus we tend to take into consideration each meeting ability and 

storage in measuring a node’s resource. Once a replica is created on a node, it reserves the memory on the node. 

Also, its probability of being met by others is about by the node’s meeting ability. This means that the replica 

naturally consumes every the storage resource and the meeting ability resource of the node.  

Community-Based Mobility Model: In this module, we tend to conduct the analysis under the 

community-based mobility model. We tend to consider every node is satisfying ability. it's made public as a 

nodes are ability to satisfying the queries within the system and is calculated supported the nodes ability to 

satisfying the queries .In this model, since nodes file interests area unit stable throughout a certain period, we 

tend to tend to assume that every nodes file querying pattern (i.e., querying rates for various files) remains stable 

at intervals the considered amount of time. Then, the amount of nodes during a community represents the 

amount of queries for a given file generated during this community. As a result, a file holder has low ability to 

satisfy queries from a small low community. Thus, we tend to integrate each community’s fraction of nodes into 

the calculation of the satisfying ability. 

Meeting Ability Distribution: we tend to study the meeting ability distribution from real traces to verify 

the requirement to consider node meeting capability as an important considers the resource allocation in our 

design. For each trace, we tend to measure the meeting abilities of all nodes and ranked them in decreasing order. 

We tend to see that altogether traces, node meeting capability is distributed in an extensive range. This matches 

with our previous claim that nodes typically have completely different meeting skills. Also, it verifies the 

requirement of considering node meeting capability as a resource in file replication since if all nodes have 

similar meeting ability, replicas on totally different nodes have similar probability to fulfill requester, and 

therefore there is no need to examine meeting ability in resource allocation. 

Design of the File Replication Protocol: In this module we tend to propose the priority competition and 

split file replication protocol (PCS). we tend to first introduce however a node retrieves the parameters required 

in split file replication protocol PCS so present the detail of split file replication protocol split file replication 

protocol PCS.  In split file replication protocol each node dynamically updates its meeting ability and therefore 

the average meeting ability of all nodes at intervals the system. Such data is changed among neighbor nodes. We 

tend to introduce the method of the replication of a file in split file replication protocol. Based on since a file 

with subsequent P need to receive additional resources, a node ought to assign higher priority to its files with 

higher P to compete resource with other nodes. Thus, every node orders all of its files in downward order of 

their split file replication protocol and creates replicas for the files in a top-down manner periodically. The file 

replication stops once the communication session of the two involved nodes ends. Then each node continues the 

replication technique for its files once excluding the disconnected node from the neighbor node list. Since file 

quality, Ps, and offered system resources change as time goes on, each node periodically executes split file 

replication protocol to dynamically handle these time-varying factors. Each node also periodically calculates 

quality of its files to reflect the changes on file popularity (due to node querying pattern and rate changes) in 

several time periods. The periodical file popularity update can automatically handle file dynamism. 

 

IV EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

In our experiments, any number of users can create the network in that network to give the node size 

means number of nodes to be created in the network and we can also select node speed of the network after that 

network simulation screen will be displayed and select the any requesting node and select the any requesting file 

that will be store in storage node and the mobile ad hoc network simulation screen distributed nodes are placed 

for sharing the data the requesting selected node is share the data from the other node so these process to 

increasing the file availability and decrease the file querying delay.      

In the below chart we can observe that difference between the time of meeting ability and multiple 

nodes 
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We can observe that meeting ability chart  on every node as the average number of nodes it meets in a 

unit time by using these meeting ability chart  to investigate the optimal file replication. Through our 

implementation we can reduce the average querying delay at lower cost then compare to current replication 

protocols. 

 

V CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we tend to investigate the problem of the way to allocate restricted resources for file 

replication for the aim of world optimal file searching efficiency in MANETs. Not like previous protocols that 

only consider storage as resources, we tend to collectively consider file holder’s ability to satisfy nodes as 

procurable resources since it collectively affects the availability of files on the node. we tend to initial in theory 

analyzed the influence of replica distribution on the typical querying delay under constrained obtainable 

resources with two quality models, therefore derived associate optimal replication rule which can allot resources 

to file replicas with borderline average querying delay. Finally, we tend to design the priority conflict and split 

replication protocol (PCS) that realizes the most effective replication decree a completely distributed manner. 

Intensive experiments on each GENI test primarily based, NS-2, and event-driven machine with real traces and 

synthesized quality confirm each the correctness of our theoretical analysis and also the effectiveness of PCS in 

MANETs. During this study, we tend to concentrate on a static set of files within the network. In our future 

work, we will theoretically analyze lots of advanced setting including file dynamics (file addition and deletion, 

file timeout) and dynamic node querying pattern. 
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